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Mines

Water Containment
Structures

Agriculture

Shopping Centres

Stadiums

Harbours

Bridges

MINING

•	Mine shafts

•	Thickeners

•	Clarifies

•	Reservoirs

•	Canals

•	Workshops

COMMERCIAL

•	Underground 
parkings

•	Lift pits

•	Expansion joint-
ing in car parks, 
ramps

•	Concrete roofing

•	Metal sheet 
roofing

INDUSTRIAL

•	Factories

•	Abrasive flooring

•	Expansion joints

•	Workshops

•	Admin offices

AGRICULTURE

•	Silos

•	Tunnels

•	Loading bays

•	Workshops

•	Reservoirs



Sanika Waterproofing Specialists were founded over 25 years ago with an ultimate goal in mind 
to become a trusted expert in the waterproofing industry to contractors, engineers, architects and 
building owners alike. 
 
During this time we have been instrumental in developing and manufacturing high quality 
industrial and mining waterproofing and roofing systems.

Sanika Waterproofing are the exclusive approved distributors and applicators of Kryton Crystalline 
Waterproofing products as well as Emseal Expansion Jointing Systems for Southern Africa.

Our profile extends within the Commercial, Industrial, Agriculture and Mining Spheres and we 
pride ourselves in preparing long term, cost effective, high-quality concrete rejuvenation and 
waterproofing solutions, painting and waterproofing coating systems nationwide.

Our Vision is to take the risk out of 
waterproofing in the Southern African 
marketplace through our experience and 
world renowned product application. 

WHO ARE SANIKA WATERPROOFING SPECIALISTS?

OUR STORY

OUR VISION AND MISSION

OUR VALUES

Our Mission is to be the waterproofing 
supplier of choice to architects, engineers, 
contractors and end-users by providing expert 
guidance, quality products and exceptional 
service.

SASANI Studios
Johannesburg, South Africa

•	Expert advice - We strive to always give our clients professional guidance through the 
knowledge gained, during our 25 year industry experience.

•	Reliability - Our business is supported by professional and reliable staff who provide our 
clients with quality service at all times.

•	Quality - We take pride in providing high-quality local and international products and services 
that add value to our clients.

•	Solution-driven - Our business thrives on creating solutions to our clients’ individual 
waterproofing requirements.



SANIKA’S WATERPROOFING SOLUTIONS

Based on our solution driven philosophy, we understand that different waterproofing scenarios 
require different waterproofing applications and systems. Therefore we provide tried and tested 
products and solutions for all types of waterproofing applications

Our history and success are embedded in our 25 year’s of experience within the waterproofing 
industry. This gives us the insight, knowledge and experience needed to thrive in an exceedingly 
difficult and volatile market.

By developing, importing and installing only the most innovative and highest quality waterproofing 
products, and by providing an excellent service, we have entrenched ourselves as leaders in the 
waterproofing industry in Southern Africa.

Sanika are the exclusive distributors and applicators of Kryton Crystalline Waterproofing Products, 
Emseal Expansion Jointing Systems, RiveStop Tie-Hole Waterproofing Products and the original 
Sanika Insulative Boarded Waterproofing System in Southern Africa.

HOW CAN WE HELP TO PROTECT YOUR INVESTMENT?

Insulative Boarded 
Waterproofing Systems 
fr metal, concrte and 

stand alone

Rivestop Rubber Plug 
solutions for tie holes 

and feral holes

Polyurea and Polyurethane 
Coatings for corrosion protection 

and abrasion resistance 

Kryton Crystalline 
Concrete Waterproofing 

technology for all new and 
existing concrete works  

Emseal Expansion 
Jointing with over 1500 
custom solutions for any 

substrate

Methyl Methacrylate 
Waterproofing 

Membrane for trafficked 
surfaces



SANIKA’S INSULATIVE BOARDED 
WATERPROOFING SYSTEM
Designed and developed by Sanika Waterproofing Specialists over 20 years ago, this roof 
cladding system eliminates water penetration and reduces thermal radiation in any structure with 
a concrete, corrugated or IBR profile roof.

This waterproofing system has been successfully installed in structures for clients such as Impala 
Platinum Refineries, NMSCOM (M-Net), Rand Refineries, OR Tambo International Airport and the 
Spar Group, to name a few.

The Sanika Insulative boarded waterproofing system comprises of industrial grade, high density 
polystyrene boards, adhered together under high pressure to a flame retardant fibre cement board 
and laser cut fire retardant fillers to suit the sheeting profile. This System renders the roof area 
totally waterproof and offers a ten year maintenance-free guarantee.

•	Absolute water-tightness

•	Ten year maintenance-free system

•	Less invasive and more cost effective than 
replacement of roof sheets

•	Extends the life span of the sheeted structure

•	Increase in fire retardation

•	Exceptional thermal and acoustic properties

•	Retards further corrosion

•	Rot proof, acid and alkali resistant

•	Light weight

•	Shopping centres

•	Existing metal IBR roofing systems

•	Corroded or damaged roofing systems

•	Warehouses and factories

HOW IT WORKS

FEATURES AND BENEFITS RECOMMENDED USES

NANDOS Head Office
Johannesburg, South Africa

Before and After
Sanika’s Insulative Boarded Waterproofing System in the field



CONCRETE WATERPROOFING, REPAIR AND 
REJUVENATION USING KRYTON® CRYSTALLINE 
TECHNOLOGY
Sustainable building practices are more important now than ever before. 
Providing a durable and environmentally-friendly solution to concrete leaks 
and deterioration can directly impact the long term environmental and 
financial viability of a structure. 
Most concrete crack repair methods are only temporary fixes and contain 
harmful toxins. By using integral crystalline waterproofing technology, 
together with decades of experience, we are able to transform cracked 
and leaking concrete into a permanent, water-resistant barrier.

When Kryton’s Krystol® concrete waterproofing 
products are applied to the surface of 
damaged concrete, the Krystol proprietary 
chemicals react with water and un-hydrated 
cement particles to form insoluble needle-
shaped crystals. These crystals fill capillary 
pores and micro-cracks in the concrete to 
block pathways for water and waterborne 
contaminates. 
Krystol will continue to give the concrete 
structure a self-sealing ability. If water is 
re-introduced through a rise in hydrostatic 
pressure or through hairline cracks, Krystol 
will initiate further crystallization to ensure 
permanent waterproof protection.

•	Parking garages

•	Dams

•	Reservoirs

•	Silos

•	Mine shafts

•	Cooling towers

•	Bridges

•	Lift pits

•	Thickeners

•	Sewerage plants

•	Foundation walls

•	Kryton is the originator of Crystalline technology

•	Replaces unreliable exterior membranes, liners and 
coatings

•	Self-seals cracks up to 0.5 mm

•	Effective against hydrostatic pressure up to 140 m 
(460 ft.) of head

•	Impervious to physical damage and deterioration

•	Safe for contact with potable water, certified by NSF 
to NSF/ANSI Standard 61

•	Reduces concrete shrinkage and cracking

•	Provides excellent resistance to waterborne chemi-
cals such as sulfates, chlorides and acids

•	Permanently waterproofs concrete

HOW IT WORKS

RECOMMENDED USES FEATURES AND BENEFITS

Krystol waterproofing systems create 
completely watertight concrete structures 
that are self-sealing and able to withstand 
hydrostatic pressure for the life of your 
structure. 
Since this waterproofing technology becomes 
an integral and permanent part of the concrete 
itself, its effectiveness as a waterproofing 
barrier is not dependent on its ability to form 
and maintain a coating or membrane on the 
surface of the concrete. This means that, 
unlike surface-applied membranes, Kryton 
crystalline waterproofing technology can never 
be punctured, damaged or worn away and will 
last the lifetime of the concrete.



KRYSTOL INTERNAL MEMBRANE™ (KIM®)

KRYSTOL MORTOR ADMIXTURE™ (KMA)

KRYTON T1® CONCRETE WATERPROOFING

The Kryton Krystol Internal Membrane (KIM) product is a 
hydrophilic crystalline admixture used to create permanently 
waterproof concrete.

KIM lowers the permeability of concrete and is used in place 
of surface applied waterproofing membranes. By stopping the 
transmission of water through concrete, KIM adds durability and 
longevity to concrete by protecting it against chemical attacks 
and corrosion of reinforcing steel.

Krystol Mortar Admixture (KMA) is a hydrophilic crystalline 
admixture used to provide long-term protection of masonry 
mortars and concrete masonry units against water and 
waterborne contaminants by reducing permeability and 
absorption of the mortar.

KMA simplifies mortar installation by removing the need for 
surface applied sealers and can be easily incorporated into the 
existing mortar mix and application processes. KMA provides 
superior waterproofing performance that lowers building 
maintenance and repair costs.

The Kryton Krystol T1 Waterproofing System is a surface-
applied crystalline slurry treatment that transforms new or 
existing concrete into a permanent waterproof barrier.

Krystol T1 lowers the permeability of concrete and protects 
against the ingress of water and waterborne chemicals. It 
replaces the need for surface applied waterproofing membranes 
and is often used in the remediation of failed membranes.

KRYTON CRYSTALLINE PRODUCTS



KRYSTOL WATERSTOP SYSTEM™ 

KRYSTOL LEAK REPAIR SYSTEM

The Krystol Waterstop System is a one of a kind system that 
creates a 100% watertight barrier for concrete construction 
joints, pipe penetrations, tie-holes and control joints. The 
Krystol Waterstop System works where other waterstop 
solutions routinely fail, by utilising the very best and latest 
waterproofing technology along with the proven waterproofing 
capabilities of Kryton.

The Krystol Waterstop System comprises of Krystol Waterstop Grout, Krystol Waterstop 
Treatment, Krytonite Swelling Waterstop and Kryton’s Crack Inducing Waterstop. These products 
are used in a variety of ways to waterproof all concrete construction joints, 
penetrations and tie-holes.

The Krystol Leak Repair System is a permanent crystalline 
waterproofing solution used for repairing leaking cracks, holes 
and joints found in concrete. It reliably stops high water flow, 
even under high-hydrostatic pressure and outperforms injection 
systems. Repairing leaks is a simple three step process that 
involves preparing a chase by chiseling into the concrete, 
stopping flowing water with Krystol Plug and then filling the 
chase flush to the surface with Krystol Repair Grout.

Anglo American
Polokwane

Kryton in the field 
Before and After

After completing the leak repair, the Krystol T1 Concrete Waterproofing will protect the entire 
structure against the continued ingress of water and further concrete deterioration, as well as 
reduce the likelihood of further leaks developing in the structure.



Petra Diamonds

Anglo American

Finsch Sewerage Plant

Goedehoop Mine Ventilation Shaft

CSV Construction

Masetlaoka Scott Wilson

Kakamas Hydroelectric Power Station

Reservoirs



EMSEAL EXPANSION JOINTING SOLUTIONS

Having installed thousands of linear metres 
of Emseal expansion jointing products 
throughout Southern Africa, we have secured 
the experience and knowledge to provide 
effective and long lasting expansion 
jointing solutions.

Emseal Expansion Joints and Sealants seal 
the gaps throughout the building envelope.  
From the ground to the roof there is an Emseal 
product available to fulfil your needs. There are 
numerous Emseal Expansion Jointing options 
available dependant on the site specific 
requirements. The use of Emseal products 
allow for a simple installation and non-invasive 
anchoring with 100% movement. There is no 
tension on the bond line or on the surface 
as the Emseal product relies on the back-
pressure on both sides of the substrate and 
not only on the epoxy adhesive

•	Exterior walls

•	Submerged water containment structures

•	Stadiums

•	Roofs

•	Tunnels

•	Cost effective

•	Non-invasive anchoring

•	Rapid installation - new or retrofit

•	No priming, masking, mixing, tooling or 
backer rod placing

•	Fire-rating without fire blanket

•	Bridges

•	Below grade

•	Parking deck

•	Waste water facilities

•	Interior walls, floors etc

•	Watertight, airtight and insulating

•	Easily handles curved joints

•	Conforms to substrate irregularities

•	Sound attenuating

HOW IT WORKS

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

RECOMMENDED USES

EXPANSION JOINTS AND
PRE-COMPRESSED SEALANTS

BEJS-on-a-reel



Emseal in the field 
Before and After

Eastgate Shopping Centre

Anglo American

Rooftop Parking Deck

Kumba Iron Ore Mine

First Quantum
Kalumbila Mine



RIVESTOP TIE-HOLE PLUG SOLUTIONS

RiveStop is a patented elastic rivet with an 
internal mechanical waterproofing system 
specifically designed to seal the formwork 
holes created by the removal of a taper tie rod, 
pass through tie sleeve or tube bushing on 
concrete walls. A simple, fast and permanent 
solution to seal concrete tie holes. 

RiveStop expands inside any formwork hole to 
around 50% of its original diameter, exerting 
force against the wall around it, thus creating 
a sealed, watertight lock. The mechanical 
system is activated with a riveter by using 
uniform and controlled pressure. Once the pin 
breaks off, the RiveStop is effectively installed. 
The total installation time takes between 3-5 
seconds per hole and can be installed even 
faster with an electric rivet. At optimum pace, 
up to 500 RiveStops can be installed within 1 
hour.

•	Reservoirs

•	Ground storage facilities

•	Foundations

•	Pools

•	Tunnels, bridges and dams

•	Waste water treatment facilities

•	Flood control and embankment structures

•	Dam/flood bank restorations

•	Rain overflow chambers

•	Concrete walls

HOW IT WORKS

RECOMMENDED USES

RiveStop can be installed on all types of holes, 
from cone to cylinder-shaped. As the RiveStop 
expands in the hole, there is no need for any 
other type of waterproofing or support. The 
RiveStop seal does not depend on the person 
who applies it – it always seals with a uniform 
force. Thus, the human variable is eliminated 
with the patented RiveStop system.

•	Versatile and adaptable

•	100% waterproof 

•	Permanent and durable

•	Quick and easy to apply

•	No margin for error

•	No finishing required

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
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New Construction
Water reservoirs & tanks
Dams
Wastewater treatment plants
Aquariums
Water features
Swimming pools
Tunnels
Underground parking garages
Brick, block & stone masonry exteriors
Bridges
Foundations & basements
Marine structures
Elevator pits
Shotcrete
Precast
Above grade
Formwork
Concrete roof
IBR roof system

Existing Construction
Water reservoirs & tanks
Dams
Wastewater treatment plants
Aquariums
Water features
Swimming pools
Tunnels
Underground parking garages
Bridges
Foundations & basements
Marine structures
Elevator pits
Hydroelectric facilities
Transportation structures
Above grade
Concrete roof
IBR Roof system
Silo
Ponds
Kliplock roof system
Plastered wall
Warehouse

WHERE SANIKA’S 
PRODUCTS CAN 
BE USED



Water Containment Structures

Parking Decks

Metal roofs

Underground Parkings

Concrete Roofs

Balconies and Water Features

Plastered Walls

Elevator Pits



Call +27 (0)11 425 3061
Fax +27 (0)86 575 5851
Email info@sanika.co.za

Address
7 Hills Street, Rynfield, Benoni
Gauteng, South Africa

Call +27 (0)82 928 5788
Email info@sanika.co.za

Address
Unit 29B, Prestige Business Park
Democracy Way, Montague Gardens
Cape Town, South Africa

Call +27 (0)82 922 5586
Email info@sanika.co.za

Address
Unit 2, 15 Lavender Gate Crescent
Southgate Industrial Park
Amanzimtoti, Kwazulu Natal, South Africa

CONTACT US

HEAD OFFICE - JOHANNESBURG

CAPE TOWN DURBAN


